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LICENSING AND CONTROL OF

ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR ROAD VEHICLES.

The Government has decided that in future no vehicle,
whatever the fuel used, shall he allowed to operate for purposes
which would not justify an issue of motor spirit or diesel oil.

Since the outbreak of war the Government has rationed motor

spirit, diesel oil, and certain home—produced "liquid" motor fuels
such as creosote. Vehicles operating on other fuels, e.g.
producer-gas, coal gas, steam, electricity, butane, and propane,
have been allowed to have free access to whatever amounts of fuel
have been available.

In view of the need for conserving not only fuel, but vehicles,
tyres, and manpower, it has now become necessary to control the

consumption by motor vehicles of fuel of every kind. The control

will be effected by two Orders under the Defence Regulations. The

first, which will come into force on September 1st, will prohibit
the running of vehicles on fuels other than motor spirit or diesel

oil except under a licence. Licences will be obtainable from the

Regional Transport Commissioners of the Ministry of War Transport,
and will be issued on condition that (1) the vehicle in question

is engaged upon essential work for which road transport is necessary

(i.e. work which would qualify for motor spirit or diesel oil) and

(2) the fuel is available. In the case of vehicles already

operated on fuels other than motor spirit or diesel oil,

applications for licences should be made as soon as possible to

the appropriate Commissioner specifying the number of vehicles

involved (with their index marks and registration numbers), types,

e.g. private car, lorry, public service vehicle, etc., and the

nature of the work on which the vehicles are engaged. Owners of

vehicles who intend to convert to alternative fuel operation should

first obtain the necessary licence from the Regional Transport

Commissioner. The second Order, which will bring an "alternative

fuel" rationing scheme into operation, will bo issued in due course.

It must be appreciated that all alternative fuels are,

generally speaking, in short supply, and that further conversions

will not be possible in the case of several. Propane and butane

are in such great demand for essential industry and for domestic

purposes in rural areas that no licences will be issued, even to

existing users. It is not, however, expected that this will be

necessary in the case of users of other alternative fuels, and

subject to fuel supply limitations it will be the general aim of

the Government to secure as many additional conversions as possible,

provided that the vehicles are doing work for which road transport
is essential in the national interest. The measures now being

brought into force will, however, ensure that all consumption of

alternative fuels represents a corresponding saving of imported

fuel, and that any new conversions which take place, including
producer-gas units under the Ministry’s scheme, will be on

vehicles required for essential purposes.

Any inquiries from vehicle users about alternative fuels

should be addressed to the Directorate of Producer-Gas Vehicles,

Ministry of War Transport, 2/3, Fitzmaurice Place,
Vehicles,

Berkeley Square, W.1.

Ministry of War Transport,

Telephone: ABBey 7711.

Extensions: 2237, 3268, 3563.
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